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Dear Reader,
1. The boxes containing the artworks should leave Florence for Ljubljana at the beginning of September. The content of the Florence and Ljubljana exhibitions will be the same,
modulo new artworks brought up by the participants. Titles of contributions to the Ljubljana
Conference are available at: http: // mathema. si/ esma/ wp-content/ uploads/ 2016/ 01/
A-LIST-OF-SPEAKERS-AT-THE-3rd-ESMA-CONFERENCE. pdf .
The next exhibition will be in Lausanne at the beginning of November. The following exhibition will again be set in the Parisian City Hall of the V◦ « arrondissement » probably in March
2017. Some old and new works will be exhibited (cf for instance the attached photo).
2. WARNING ! We are used to showing images of your artworks on our website.
One of you entered an agreement with a company that could sell his images to books and individuals. This company found some of his images on our website, and asked for royalties from
us through a lawyer. An exchange of mails put an end to the procedure. The help of our lawyer,
Philip Mc Leod was useful. Thank you.
So, please, if ever you enter into such an agreement, introduce a clause allowing ESMA to
show images of your works without any restriction, and free of charge.
3. An important American Consortium, the Moschanko Investment Group (MIG), received
the authorization from the Russian government to implant a large attractive resort park of
over 250 hectares in the Kaluga area, close to Moscow : http: // www. blooloop. com/ news/
russia-s-first-destination-resort-theme-park-magi/ 2670# .V3T5qqLU1OW .
Remember that Kaluga was the place where we were expecting to set up our own local mathematical park (www. mathpark. ru ).
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With the support of American and Russian mathematicians, a letter was sent to MIG with the
hope that it will accept to include our project inside their own.
Wait & see.
Enjoy your summer.
Best wishes,
Claude

EXHIBITION KINETIC SCULPTURES XAVIER DE CLIPPELEIR
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